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Surveillance Capitalism- The Need for an
Electronic Bill of Rights
By Rex M. Lee

The Facebook Cambridge Analytica story coupled with the Mark Zuckerberg congressional hearings should
be a wakeup call for anyone who values privacy, cyber security and business ethics.
Corporate surveillance rooted in “Surveillance Capitalism” poses a greater threat to civil liberties, privacy,
cyber security, and safety than NSA programs such as Prism (Edward Snowden).

Understanding Surveillance Capitalism
Before we move forward in regards to Facebook Cambridge Analytica, let’s go back in time to understand
the business model that supports connected products such as social media, smartphones, tablet PCs, voice
automated products (e.g. Amazon Alexa), TVs, PCs, automobiles, toys, wearable tech and the list goes
on…….
Data driven technology providers such as Google, Apple, Microsoft, Facebook, Amazon, Samsung, and
BAIDU (state owned Chinese company) employ predatory surveillance and data mining business practices
rooted in Surveillance Capitalism.
The Surveillance Capitalism business model seeks to exploit the technology product user for financial gain
at the expense of the product user’s privacy, cyber security, and safety. This is a highly controversial
statement but don’t take my word for it.
App or Lawful Trojan Horse Malware- Addictive, Intrusive and Exploitive Technology
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Former and current senior executives & product developers for Facebook, Google, and Spotify are
publically admitting that they intentionally develop their products to be addictive, intrusive and harmful
so that they can exploit the product user for finical gain whether the product user is an adult, child or
business professional:




Eric Schmidt Quote (Former Chairman of Alphabet Inc.- Google):

o

"I actually think most people don't want Google to answer their questions [...] They want Google to tell
them what they should be doing next,"- Eric Schmidt Wall Street Journal 2010

o

“We don’t need you to type at all because we know where you are. We know where you’ve been. We can
more or less guess what you’re thinking about … Is that over the line?” – Eric Schmidt Fox Business
7.05.2016

Sean Parker Quotes (Co-Founder Facebook & Spotify):
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o

"It's a social-validation feedback loop ... exactly the kind of thing that a hacker like myself would come up
with, because you're exploiting a vulnerability in human psychology.“- Sean. Parker- Co-founder
Facebook/Axios- November 9th, 2017.

o

“God only knows what it's doing to our children's brains”- Sean Parker, Axios- November 9th, 2017. Question from
the author (Rex), “What is this doing to the brains of all Social Media and application users including adults, children
and teens.”

o

"The inventors, creators — it's me, it's Mark [Zuckerberg], it's Kevin Systrom on Instagram, it's all of these
people — understood this consciously. And we did it anyway....”- Sean Parker, Axios- November 9th, 2017.
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Tristan Harris Quotes (Former Google App Developer), A Time Well Spent:

o

“The average person checks their phone 150 times a day. Why do we do this? Are we making 150 conscious
choices? One major reason why is the #1 psychological ingredient in slot machines: intermittent variable
rewards . . . Addictiveness is maximized when the rate of reward is most variable.”

o

“By shaping the menus we pick from, technology hijacks the way we perceive our choices and replaces them
with new ones. But the closer we pay attention to the options we’re given, the more we’ll notice when they
don’t actually align with our true needs.”

Even T-Mobile has admitted that telecom related products such as smartphones are Not privacy nor
secure forms of telecommunications and computing:



T-Mobile Admission: “We, too, remember a time before smartphones when it was reasonable to conclude that
when you activated service with T-Mobile that only T-Mobile would have access to our personal
information. However, with the Samsung Galaxy Note, the iPhone, and many other devices, there are indeed
a variety of parties that may collect and use information.” — T-Mobile Privacy Team (November 6th, 2015/FCC
Consumer Complaint #423849 Filed by Rex M. Lee/Public Record).

Harmful Use of Personal and Professional Information (“Digital DNA”)- Facebook Cambridge Analytica

Up until the Facebook Cambridge Analytica incident, consumers of online services such as social media
had no idea that their personal information could be misused for nefarious purposes at the expense of
their privacy, cyber security, and safety.
The mainstream media and lawmakers focused on the fact that Cambridge Analytica misused the
Facebook user’s personal and professional information (“Digital DNA”) in order to elect Donald Trump
president of the United Sates.
The mainstream media and lawmakers also focused on Facebook’s negligence in regards to protecting the
Facebook user’s personal and professional Digital DNA.
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During the congressional hearings the mainstream media and law makers focused on the privacy, cyber
security, and consumer exploitation threats posed by Cambridge Analyticas’ misuse of the Facebook
user’s Digital DNA.
Facebook Congressional Hearings- Facebook Cambridge Analytica
During the congressional hearings, Mark Zuckerberg positioned Facebook as a naïve victim that somehow
was innocently negligent in regards to protecting the Facebook user’s Digital DNA due to nefarious
business practices employed by Cambridge Analytica.
Naïve Silicon Valley Senior Executive or Dr. Evil?

He even made yet another public apology promising to protect the Facebook user’s Digital DNA. Mr.
Zuckerberg even told congress that the Facebook terms of use clearly state that the Facebook user owns
all of their Digital DNA which includes all of the user’s biometric data, photos and videos.
In addition, he said that Facebook does not sell the Facebook user’s Digital DNA to any third-parties which
may be true if you put it those terms.
“I Swear to Tell the Truth and Nothing but the Half Truth……..”- Silicon Valley Senior Executive
Per the congressional hearings, Mark Zuckerberg is not telling the Judiciary Committee members
(senators) the “whole” truth in regards to how data brokers such as Cambridge Analytica lawfully collect
and use the Facebook user’s Digital DNA.
The fact that a company like Facebook does not “directly” sell their customer’s Digital DNA to third-parties
is a half-truth due to the fact that app driven connected products are supported by published (online)
terms of use and unpublished (hidden in product) terms of use.
In other words, the published (online) terms of use that support most online services such as social media
and connected products do in fact state that the product developers do not directly sell a product user’s
“identifiable” personal information to third-parties and/or their “Trusted Partners”.
Data driven technology providers such as Facebook, Google, Apple, Microsoft, and Amazon are in the
business of collecting, sharing, selling, purchasing, and aggregating a person’s personal and professional
Digital DNA at the expense of their customer’s privacy, cyber security and safety.
It is a fact that data brokers such as Cambridge Analytica are lawfully collecting, using, sharing, purchasing,
and selling a Facebook user’s Digital DNA for financial gain at the expense of the Facebook user’s privacy,
cyber security, and safety.
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“Nothing but the Whole Truth! - Selling Access to the Product User”- The Dirty Secret
The dirty secret is that data driven technology providers don’t want their customers to know is the fact
that they sell access to their customers via partnerships with third-parties who are often referred to in
the terms of use as “Trusted Partners”.
To protect their companies from being sued, data driven technology providers simply sell access to their
customers by way of partnerships with companies that develop addictive, intrusive and exploitive
technology that is designed to surveil and data mine the product user for financial gain.
The Truth behind the Facebook Cambridge Analytica Incident- You Are For Sale

The ugly reality in regards to the Facebook Cambridge Analytica incident, is the fact that Aleksandr Kogan
was a “lawful” Facebook Trusted Partner.
Mr. Kogan simply cut a deal with Facebook who allowed him to develop an app designed to surveil and
data mine the Facebook user’s Digital DNA of which Mr. Kogan lawfully sold to Cambridge Analytica.
However, the mainstream media and law makers give the impression that Cambridge Analytica somehow
used nefarious actions to hack the data via a “breach” from Facebook so that they could manipulate the
Facebook user into voting for then presidential candidate Donald Trump.
Per the Facebook Cambridge Analytica congressional hearings, Senator Richard Blumenthal presented
Mark Zuckerberg with a clause from Aleksandr Kogan’s terms and conditions that stated Mr. Kogan could
use, share, sell, and aggregate the Facebook user’s Digital DNA in any manner he so choses.
Mr. Kogan lawfully sold the Facebook user’s Digital DNA to Cambridge Analytica. In addition, Mr. Kogan
cold lawfully continue to sell the Facebook user’s Digital DNA to whomever he so wishes.
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A History of Consumer & Child Exploitation – Systemic Privacy Issues
The grim reality is that over the 14+ year history of Facebook, Mr. Zuckerberg and former senior executive
and cofounder Sean Parker have become a multi-billionaires by selling access to the Facebook user by way
of partnerships with advertisers and/or data brokers such as Aleksandr Kogan.
It gets worse, the privacy, cyber security and consumer exploitation threats posed by the Facebook
Cambridge Analytica incident are systemic to any online service such as social media and/or connected
product supported by predatory surveillance and data mining business practices rooted in Surveillance
Capitalism.

Aside from Facebook, companies such as AT&T, T-Mobile, Verizon, Sprint, IBM, Google, Apple, Microsoft,
Amazon, Samsung, Sony and BAIDU have adopted the Surveillance Capitalism business model.
Why have so many blue chip companies adopted the Surveillance Capitalism business model in lieu of
their paying customer’s privacy, cyber security, and safety?
Answer, personal and professional Digital DNA is worth untold billions on the free market. However, even
though social media and connected product users produce their own personal and professional Digital
DNA, they are not compensated for their personal and professional Digital DNA by the companies profiting
by selling the Digital DNA.
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Additionally, product users are not compensated even if the Digital DNA is produced by the use of a
product or service that requires payment to participate such as a smartphone, tablet PC, automobile, TV,
toy, gaming system, automated voice product, climate control & security system, wearable tech, app, and
the list goes on………
Consumer & Child Exploitation- Cyber Enslavement
Frankly data driven technology providers have turned their customers into “uncompensated information
producers” who are exploited for profit whether the product user is an adult, child, or business
professional.

Consumers of social media services and connected products need to realize that they are being exploited
for profits at the expense of their privacy, cyber security, and safety by the very companies that the
consumer patronizes with their loyalty, trust, and hard earned money.
Nothing Good is “Free”- Personal & Professional Digital DNA the New Oil
A person’s personal and professional Digital DNA is worth a lot of money which is why data driven
technology providers are worth Billions of dollars.

The fact is no company can generate billions in profits by giving away free apps or free online services
such as social media.
Clicking on “I Agree”- Predatory & Exploitive Terms of Use
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How do data driven technology providers such as Google, Apple, Microsoft, Facebook, and Amazon
lawfully surveil and data mine their customers at the expense of their customer’s privacy, cyber security,
and safety?

Answer, data driven technology providers can lawfully do it because there are two sets of product terms
of use that the product user agrees to when they click on “I Agree”.
Are we inadvertently clicking away our civil liberties when we click on “I Agree”?
Unfair Business & Deceptive Trade Practices- Published and Unpublished Terms of Use
Most people do not realize that they are agreeing to a published (online) terms of use and an unpublished
(hidden in product) terms of use that support their products when they click on “I Agree”.
For example, when a smartphone user accepts their product terms of use by clicking on “I Agree”, the
user is accepting online terms and conditions (“T&Cs”), privacy policies, and end user licensing agreements
(“EULAs”) which support the product’s operating system (“OS”), cloud storage services, preinstalled apps
and other preinstalled content such as widgets and Emojis.
In addition, the user is agreeing to accept unpublished terms of use which include preinstalled application
legalese such as application permission statements, application product warnings, and interactive
application permission command strings.
The preinstalled application legalese is purposely hidden in the OS of the product due to the fact that the
nontransparent preinstalled application legalese explains how much surveillance an application developer
can conduct on a product user.
Furthermore, the preinstalled application legalese also explains how much of the product user’s Digital
DNA can be collected, used, shared, sold, and aggregated for financial gains by the application developer.
Again, don’t take my word for any of this. Read the enclosed preinstalled android (Google), Apple, and
Microsoft preinstalled application legalese and application product warnings yourself:
Figure 1- Preinstalled Apple, Microsoft and Android Smartphone Application Permission Statements
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Figure 2- Preinstalled Android Application Permission Statements & Application Product Warnings

A single smartphone, tablet PC, or PC can be supported by well over 300 preinstalled intrusive apps
supported by well over 100 predatory and exploitive application permission statements that include
application product warnings that are not transparent to the product user.
Hiding predatory and exploitive application legalese and product warnings in the OS of the product is
tantamount to a cigarette manufacturer hiding the cigarette warnings on the inside of the package.
Multinational Trusted Partners- BAIDU Example (Existential Privacy & Cyber Security Threat)
Via partnerships with companies such as Google, state owned Chinese companies such as BAIDU can
lawfully data mine U.S. citizens via telecom related products such as smartphones that are supported by
protected (due process/4th amendment) telecom infrastructure governed by the FCC.
Again, don’t take my word for it, read the android BAIDU interactive application permission command
string yourself:
Figure – Samsung Galaxy Note Smartphone Example (Android OS- Jelly Bean):
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Artificial Intelligence (“AI”), Predictive Analytics, and Suggestive Technology are an Existential Threat to
Privacy, Cyber Security, and Safety
Companies such as Google, Apple, Microsoft, Facebook, Cambridge Analytica, Samsung, Amazon, and
BAIDU can collect a person’s personal and professional Digital DNA to exploit it for financial gain via the
use of AI, predictive analytics, and suggestive technology.

These companies and other tech giants use AI, predictive analytics, and suggestive technology to
manipulate a technology user into taking action such as buying a retail product or a hamburger which is
OK within the prism of consumerism.
However, the Facebook Cambridge Analytica Incident shows how AI, predictive analytics, and suggestive
technology can be misused into manipulating people into voting for a political candidate by taking
advantage of a person’s personal preferences which is revealed via the person’s personal and professional
Digital DNA.
Again, don’t take my word for the fact that AI is an existential threat to citizens and children, Elon Musk
Agrees:
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“AI is the rare case where I think we need to be proactive in regulation instead of reactive. Because I think
by the time we are reactive in AI regulation, it’ll be too late,” Musk told the meeting. “AI is a fundamental
risk to the existence of human civilization.”- Elon Musk, The Guardian July 2017
Harmful Use of a Person’s Personal & Professional Digital DNA
It is clear that the Facebook Cambridge Analytica Incident has shown that a person’s personal and
professional Digital DNA can be exploited for financial gain at the expense of the product user’s privacy,
cyber security, and safety.
Even former a former Facebook senior executive and cofounder, Sean Parker has publically admitted that
he and Mark Zuckerberg intentionally designed Facebook to be addictive so that they could exploit the
Facebook user at the expense of the Facebook user’s privacy, cyber security, and safety even if the user
is a child.
In light of the public admissions by former and current senior executives for Google, Facebook, and
Spotify, it is clear that data driven technology providers are collecting, using, sharing, selling, purchasing,
and aggregating a person’s Digital DNA in a manner that can bring harm to the product user.
It is time that lawmakers and the public data mine the data miners to understand how a person’s Digital
DNA is being used, shared, sold, purchased, and aggregated.
Policy Change Proposal- Electronic Bill of Rights a Framework for Change
It is time that telecom providers, the FTC, FCC, and law makers institute policies and pass legislation
designed to protect consumers and children data driven companies that employ predatory surveillance
and data mining business practices rooted in Surveillance Capitalism.
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The issues are too deep to get into in regards to a single article. However, I will list the privacy, cyber
security, and consumer & child exploitation issues that need to be addressed by law makers, the FTC, FCC,
DOJ, state AGs, and other relevant agencies:
Electronic Bill of Rights- A Framework for Change:
The policy change proposal framework so far addresses the following issues pertaining to Surveillance
Capitalism:
1. Technology products that require payment to participate
2. Consumer & child exploitation- “Effective Consent” enabling lawful surveillance and data mining
of activities
3. Artificial Intelligence (“AI”), predictive analytics, and suggestive technology (manipulating the
product user)
4. Privacy & cyber security threats
5. Forced participation (exploitive terms of use)
6. Multisource data mining apps
7. Trusted Partners (civil liberty concerns- state actors)
8. Conflict of interest & unfair business competition
9. Protected (due process/4th amendment) telecom infrastructure governed by the FCC
10. Privacy, cyber security, & civil liberty concerns
11. Confidential & protected environments (legal agreements, cyber security standards &
confidentiality laws)
12. Illegal terms of use- impossible legalese for individuals to read and understand
13. Purposely designed addictive, harmful, intrusive and exploitive technology
14. Lack of control over technology that requires payment to participate
15. Fraud inducement (misleading advertising/sales process)
16. Child privacy, safety, and exploitation
17. Harmful use of personal and professional Digital DNA
For more information in regards to Surveillance Capitalism and the Electronic Bill of Rights please visit my
website My Smart Privacy at: www.MySmartPrivacy.com
Regards- Rex M. Lee
Mobile Threat Consultant, Privacy Advocate, and Technology Journalist
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